Production-Quality Storage

Innovating technology to enhance workflow

Production-Quality External Storage
• Updated design is 1/3 smaller than predecessor
• FireWire 800, USB 2.0 and eSATA ports
• Internal Power Supply and Quiet Smart-Fan
• 100% recyclable packaging

33% Smaller

3-2-1
warranty

Two Thirds the size of the GT 050Q.
The GPT50 is 33% smaller that it’s predecessor, the GT050Q.
Based on the next-generation Oxford bridging technology, it
has a intelligent power switch and a drive health warning LED.
Best Warranty in the Industry.
We are confident that our drive systems perform at the most
reliable level. We back them up with a 3-Year warranty, 2-Year
Free Basic Recovery Policy1, and 1-Year Advance Replacement
(Continental 48 States).
A Cool Drive is a Healthy Drive.
The GPT50 and GT062E use quiet internal fans for maximum
airflow and proper cooling - critical to the performance and
reliability of the components.
1While Glyph is not obligated to recover lost data, we always give it our best effort.
Nonetheless, we can’t guarantee we’ll always be successful.

Visit www.glyphtech.com to learn how GPT is advancing the level
of professional-grade storage for multimedia workflows.

Production-Quality External RAID
• Dual-drive tabletop with RAID 0, RAID 1, Spanning
• FireWire 800, USB 2.0 and eSATA ports
• Built-in Health Monitoring with Glyph Manager
• Designed and tested in the USA

eSATA
FireWire 800
USB 2.0

Triple Interface Connectivity.
The GPT50 and GT062E provide all of the ports
you’d possibly need. With eSATA, FireWire 800 and
USB 2.0 options, you can connect to your external
interface of choice.
Nobody likes wall-warts.
They are easily misplaced, or accidentally unplugged
from the drive, and take up valuable outlet space. The
GPT50 and GT062E use an industry standard power
cable and pro-quality internal power supply for the
most efficient and reliable power source possible.
Optional Rack Mount Kits.
GPT50 and GT062E have optional rack kits to transform your tabletop drive into a 1U rack-mount hard
drive. Single and double rack kits available.

www.glyphtech.com | 800-335-0345

Production-Quality Portable RAID
• Dual-drive portable RAID with RAID 0, RAID 1 and Spanning
• FireWire 800, USB 2.0 and eSATA ports
• Bus-powered via FireWire 800
• Designed and tested in the USA
Health Monitoring built in.
PORTAGIG62, PORTAGIG50, GT062E, and ForteRAID report
the drive’s health and temperature as a background task using
Glyph Manager, notifying you if your drive needs attention. No other
desktop drive has a diagnostic utility as smart as Glyph Manager.
A Cool Drive is a Healthy Drive.
The PORTAGIG62 uses a quiet internal fan for maximum airflow
and proper cooling - critical to the performance and reliability of
the components.

Visit www.glyphtech.com to learn how GPT is advancing the level
of professional-grade storage for multimedia workflows.

Production-Quality Portable Storage
• Small, portable, high-quality storage
• FireWire 800, USB 2.0 and eSATA ports
• Bus-powered via FireWire 800 or USB
• Designed and tested in the USA
A Cool Drive is a Healthy Drive
Our unique heat transfer technology draws heat from
internal components, moves it to the aluminum exterior
to dissipate, reducing the chance of component failure.

3-2-1
warranty

Best Warranty in the Industry.
We are confident that our drive systems perform at
the most reliable level. We back them up with a 3-Year
warranty, 2-Year Free Basic Recovery Policy1, and
1-Year Advance Replacement (Continental 48 States).
1While Glyph is not obligated to recover lost data, we always give it our best effort.
Nonetheless, we can’t guarantee we’ll always be successful.

www.glyphtech.com | 800-335-0345

Production-Quality External RAID Array
• Four-drive RAID array with RAID 0, 5, and 10
• Drives can be removed in case of failure
• 1-Year Advance Replacement on spare drives (Continental 48 States)
Health Monitoring built in.
PORTAGIG62, PORTAGIG50, GT062E, and ForteRAID report
the drive’s health and temperature as a background task using
Glyph Manager, notifying you if your drive needs attention. No other
desktop drive has a diagnostic utility as smart as Glyph Manager.

eSATA
FireWire 400
FireWire 800
USB 2.0

Quad Connectivity.
The ForteRAID provides all of the ports you’d possibly need.
With FireWire 400, FireWire 800, USB 2.0 and eSATA options,
you can connect to your external interface of choice.

Create Multiple Copies in a Single Action
TRIPLICATOR

Connect two or three drives, and make
simultaneous copies with one action

It’s easy. Here’s how it works:
1. Connect two or three drives to Triplicator’s eSATA device ports
2. Connect the Triplicator to your computer via FireWire 800, USB or eSATA
3. Power on the drives and Triplicator - the LED tells you how many drives are attached
4. Copy data - the destination is seen as one drive through the Triplicator

That’s all there is to it! You’ve sent the same data to up to three drives, without having
to do separate copies, and you’re ready use the drives as individual originals for editing,
backup and archiving.
Designed and tested in the USA.
First we select the highest quality components available. Then we
assemble the drives in our US factory, and perform regimented testing
on every unit before it ships to you.

www.glyphtech.com | 800-335-0345

What they’re saying.
“I used the PortaGig 62 while testing FCPX and the drive has worked phenomenally
well. It’s quiet, portable, fast, and you can configure it in various RAID modes. Glyph
gave me just what I’ve been looking for in a portable drive to use on set”.
Gary Adcock
Post and Production Workflow Consultant
CreativeCOW.net moderator, Macworld contributor
“I carry my Glyph hard drives EVERYWHERE with me. I’m using the PortaGig 50 SSD to
create the surround sound experience for Michael Jackson The Immortal World Tour
by Cirque du Soleil. When it’s show-time, there’s no room for glitches or excuses. Glyph
has come through every time.”
Kevin Antunes - Musical Designer / Musical Director / Programmer / Keyboardist
Michael Jackson The Immortal World Tour by Cirque du Soleil
“The Triplicator is awesome! And the time savings are substantial. I'm curious why no
one has made something like this before because it's so obviously useful. It's coming
with me on all my jobs, that's for sure”.
Ben Cain - Video Engineering, Digital Cinema, High-Speed Imaging, S3D
www.negativespaces.com
“I always recommend Glyph drives to my photographer friends because I am truly a fan
of Glyph. I’ve had quite a few over the years; I have six on my desk right now, and just
bought a PortaGig 50. They’re pretty indestructible and Glyph has great support”.
John Pinderhughes - Photography, Fine Art, Author, Editorial
www.jpinderhughes.com
“We record and broadcast major live events, and we go through over 500 Glyph GT
050Q drives a year. I’ve found them to be solid and dependable. We recently used
Glyph drives at the 2011 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Inductions, and the In Performance
at the White House, Motown Tribute”.
Joel Singer, Chief Engineer
Music Mix Mobile | M3
www.musicmixmobile.com
The Information Technology department at Rosen Publishing uses the Glyph GT 050Q
and PortaGig 50. “In the IT world, we work tirelessly to keep data secure. Glyph builds
rock-solid storage products to hold your most valuable data. ”
Luke Andrews-Hakken, Rosen Publishing
www.rosenpublishing.com
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